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Abstra t
In this paper we present a developmental approa h towards an horing of
symbols in roboti systems. Rather than viewing the an horing problem as
a maintenan e of onne tions between symbols and orresponding per eptual
obje ts, we present a bottom-up approa h in whi h \an hored symbols" are generated via a developmental pro ess. Thus, in a sense, the symbols are inherently
an hored to the physi al obje ts they designate. We motivate this approa h by
presenting an ar hite ture that develops on eptual representations through its
intera tions with the environment. We argue that a general theory of an horing
that takes a top-down perspe tive will be inherently in omplete.
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The an horing problem

An horing has been de ned as, \the pro ess of reating and maintaining the orresponden e between symbols and per epts that refer to the same physi al obje ts"
[3℄. It is further identi ed as a ne essary property of any physi ally embedded system that is also endowed by a symboli reasoning system. In [3℄, an attempt is made
to provide a domain-independent de nition of an horing. The de nition, as well as
a pres ribed an horing pro ess, is des ribed in terms of nding, rea quiring, and
tra king an hors for given symbols in real time. We argue that this methodology is
weak for various theoreti al as well as pragmati reasons. Therefore, any attempt
to derive a general theory of an horing based on this formulation will result in an
in omplete theory.
Any robot demonstrating the apabilities outlined above is required to have at
least the following properties:
The robot is physi ally embedded. That is, it has a three dimensional
physi al stru ture in real spa e.

Embodied:

It is endowed with some sensory apparatus that is used to per eive its
environment.

Sensors:

It is apable of physi ally hanging the environment in some way, either
by moving around or manipulating obje ts.

A tuators:

Modeling of the behavior of the robot is arried out in a symboli representation and reasoning system. If there were no symbols to manipulate,
there would be no an horing problem.

Symbols:

It is important to outline the properties above sin e any solution to the so- alled
an horing problem has to oordinate these in some manner.
1.1

Approa hes

The an horing problem is a hard problem. It is no surprise that most of the solutions
available thus far are either ad ho and/or are based on very small-s ale empiri al
studies, largely arried out in simulated domains. We suggest that, as des ribed in
[3℄, the an horing problem may be onsidered AI-Complete [20℄. That is, solving
the an horing problem is equivalent to solving the entire AI problem. This is easy to
see, sin e omputational vision is onsidered AI-Complete, and any system dealing
with the per eptual system inherently in ludes vision. It is important to explore
and analyze the issue of an horing from many perspe tives.
Current approa hes to the an horing problem an be broadly ategorized into
top-down and bottom-up approa hes. In a top-down approa h, the an horing problem be omes that of aligning symbols to feature sets in the robot's per eptual stream
[1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 22℄. That is, at any given time, the robot has all the relevant symbols
whi h then need to be orre tly asso iated with physi al obje ts in the world, based
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on its per eptions. Typi ally, the per eptual stream is extremely ri h, and of very
high bandwidth, thereby rendering the an horing problem hard to do in real time.
Most demonstrations of top-down solutions to the an horing problem pertain to
simpli ed domains, with a small number of well hara terized (easy to re ognize)
obje ts.
Bottom-up approa hes employ some model(s) of sensor data interpretation in
order to identify relevant properties of the world [12, 13, 19℄. In some experiments,
attempts have been made at deriving symboli representations resulting from interpreted sensor data.
In both approa hes there has been varying degrees of su ess. In what follows,
we present our analysis and perspe tives on the an horing problem. We will subsequently present a proposal for an extendable ar hite ture for a mobile robot's
ontrol system. Our methodology takes a bottom-up approa h, though ultimately,
it is our goal to in orporate a full symboli -level apability.
1.2

Problems with an horing

All des riptions of the an horing problem begin by assuming that the system/robot
already has all the symbols that it needs to arry out purposeful behavior. When
dealing with real per epts, a robot is bound to per eive obje ts, and situations that
have not yet been on eptualized. Hen e, there is a need for a bottom-up fa ility
for re ognizing new obje ts and novel situations.
In most top-down approa hes, it is assumed that the an horing problem is only
about an horing symbols representing obje ts to a tual physi al obje ts. This assumption is based on the strategy that a tions of a robot manipulate obje ts, and
hen e those are the entities that should be an hored. An horing an and should be
done not only on obje ts, but also on situations, and, perhaps most importantly, on
a tions. After all, based on the apabilities outlined in Se tion 1 above, a robot is
physi ally embodied with a three-dimensional stru ture in spa e. It is also typi ally
apable of moving about in the world. Therefore, it makes sense to an hor the
symboli on epts of a robot's motor a tions to a tual physi al movements of the
robot. That is, a simple a tion su h as turnleft, should have an an horing in the
motor movements of the robot.
A robot's symboli pro essing apabilities should be ompatible with its physi al attributes. Most physi al robots used in an horing experiments have limited
sensorimotor apabilities. Yet, the symboli `brains' driving these robots tend to
have models with mu h more sophisti ated apabilities.
1.3

The

ontext of an horing

We would like to identify two kinds of an horing: ontext-free an horing (CFA) and
ontext-sensitive an horing (CSA). A typi al example of CFA is a robot tra king
an obje t in a visual s ene. For example, the obje t might be a olored ball rolling
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on the oor. In this situation, the surrounding s ene is not important (i.e., ontextfree), and should be ignored by the tra king system. The problem is then redu ed
to that of per eptual pro essing. Thus, the symbol \ball3" an be an hored via a
tight oupling with the per eptual orrelate of the ball.
Context-sensitive an horing takes into a ount the urrent ontext of a situation.
The per eptual orrelate is only part of the pi ture, so to speak. The goals of the
robot, its urrent intentions, beliefs, et ., might also play a part in the task. This is
a harder problem, one that en ompasses the entire symbol grounding problem [7℄.
Even ontext-free an horing poses many problems. If the ball, in the example
above, be omes o luded, then the oupling is broken, and ad ho methods must be
introdu ed in order to reestablish per eptual onta t. Also, if a se ond ball enters
the s ene, it must be viewed as a separate symbol and tra ked. As more obje ts
enter the s ene, the problem be omes intra table.
An horing should be onsidered as a way of reating orresponden es between
on epts and per eptual orrelates, but also between on epts and behaviors. For
example, \Going down a hall" should be an hored in a similar manner as \the blue
ball". Any attempt to do only the latter does not need a general solution and
onsequently will not lead to a general theory. We will on lude this dis ussion on
an horing by posing the following Turing-like thought experiment.
The goal of an horing ould be des ribed as attempting to get a robot
to appre iate a simple magi tri k. Consider taking a oin and pla ing it
in the palm of your hand, and then losing your hand. A robot observing
these a tions, and relying on ontext-free an horing, might on lude that
be ause it an no longer see the oin that it has disappeared and begin
applauding. However, a robot relying on ontext-sensitive an horing
would assume the oin was in the losed hand. This robot would not
applaud until the hand was opened and the oin was seen to be gone.

2

Developmental roboti s

A number of ognitive s ien e resear hers have re ently argued that understanding
the developmental pro esses in the brain is ru ial to understanding intelligen e [5℄.
This surge of interest in development has led to the formation of a new onferen e
on development and learning (ICDL1 ) and to a new sub eld of roboti s.
Rather than onsidering the task-oriented, largely top-down, approa h to designing robots and behavior models, we are interested in a holisti , bottom-up approa h
to designing robot behaviors. In our approa h, robots begin with a re ex model
and slowly, over time, via intera tions with the environment, a quire the knowledge
ne essary to exist in the environment in a purposeful way. Robots learn not only
about their environment, but also about their own apabilities via this pro ess [12℄.
The bottom-up approa h to self-learning, learning about its environment, and the
1
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a tions it an perform, an be largely unsupervised, though in orporated in a hierarhi al learning and ontrol ar hite ture des ribed below. Ultimately, we envision this
learning pro ess to result in a symboli model, not ne essarily di erent from those
used in top-down approa hes for symbol an horing. However, in the developmental
approa h, the robot's learning pro ess gives \birth" to these symboli on epts. As
with the top-down approa hes, the ar hite ture is multi-layered but with a di erent
de omposition sin e ea h layer is responsible for the development of `higher-level'
on epts. One of the goals or our resear h is to explore the range of middle-level
representations required. At present, we are on entrating on at least three different levels: self-motivated sensory-motor ontrol, quasi-symboli representations
of learned purposeful behaviors, and symboli representations of a quired on epts
and behaviors.

3

Related Work

Weng, one of the rst advo ates of the developmental approa h to roboti s, argues
that automated development relieves human engineers from the expli it design of
representations [21℄. His proje t, alled SAIL (Self-organizing, Autonomous, In remental Learner), relys on human trainers to guide a robot's behavior through expli it
instru tion. The robot's ontroller an never be dire tly altered by its tea hers, but
an only be updated via learning. In ontrast, our approa h is not tea her dire ted,
but instead relies on self-dis overy and a bootstrapping pro ess to learn.
Heikkonen and Koikkalainen were some of the rst resear hers to demonstrate
the feasibility of using a self-organizing map that asso iates sensors and motors
as a ontroller [8℄. Furthermore, they showed that this asso iation map ould be
developed in rementally through trial and error explorations using a simple learning
rule. Their experiments were done in simulation and fo used on the spe i task
of rea hing a goal point given a global goal heading. In ontrast, our work fo uses
on real, physi al robots, whi h only have lo al sensor information, and does not
attempt to solve any parti ular task. The goal of our work is broader|the dis overy
of on epts rather than su ess at a given task.
Millan uses reinfor ement learning ombined with a self-organizing map to inrementally develop a robot ontroller [9℄. Rather than learning from s rat h, his
ar hite ture uses two types of bias: domain knowledge and advi e. These an serve
to a elerate learning and to fo us the sear h on the most promising areas of the
a tion spa e rst. Although the right kind of bias an be bene ial, the wrong kind
of bias an be detrimental. Be ause robots have very di erent sensory abilities than
humans, the kinds of distin tions that are easy for us may be hard for robots and
vi e versa. Thus huamn advi e may not be very helpful. Our approa h allows the
robot to dis over appropriate ategories based on its own sensory abilities.
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3.1

Neural networks for modeling development

Our ar hite ture is primarily onstru ted from two types of neural network models:
self-organizing maps and simple re urrent networks.
Self-organizing maps (SOMs) were pioneered by Kohonen in the 1980's and
1990's[10℄. Brie y, a SOM is a mapping of a typi ally high-dimensional input ve tor to a parti ular ell in a low-dimensional matrix. The matrix is topologi ally
arranged in a unsupervised manner su h that very similar input ve tors map to the
same ell, and slightly similar input ve tors map to nearby ells.
Spe i ally, similarity is omputed by omparing an input ve tor with a model
ve tor asso iated with ea h ell. The model ve tor that is losest (as determined
by the smallest sum of squared di eren es to the input ve tor) is designated as the
winner. The model ve tor of the winner and the model ve tors of the ells in its
neighborhood are updated to more losely mat h the given input ve tor.
The SOM idea is quite simple and e e tive. Any information that an be turned
into a ve tor of numeri values an be self-organized into su h a map. The idea has
been applied in a wide variety of problems ranging from reating maps for lassifying
the World Wide Web to analyzing nan ial data. Resulting SOMs are useful for two
related reasons: their ability to automati ally nd abstra tions, and their ability to
help visualize omplex data [10℄.
The simple re urrent network (SRN) was pioneered by Elman in the late 1980's
[6℄. To understand its signi an e, one must realize that there are two main lasses
of arti ial neural networks: those that are feed-forward (all a tivation ows in one
dire tion) and those that are re urrent (a tivation is allowed to ow forward and
ba kwards). In order to deal with time-dependent tasks, a feed-forward network
usually requires a xed window of the past inputs, while a re urrent network an
take the urrent input alone and build up a ontextual memory of the past inputs.
Elman's SRN has the simpli ity of a feed-forward network with the power of a
re urrent network. Like SOMs, SRNs are also simple and e e tive. They have been
applied to analyzing many types of sequential pro essing, in luding language and
musi .
3.2

Overview of a developmental ar hite ture

Figure 1 shows an overview of the ar hite ture of our system. The ar hite ture
is hierar hi al and onsists of four distin t levels. Ea h level builds abstra tions
from the representations formed at the previous level until on ept-like entities are
developed at the top level. Innate knowledge is provided at Level 0, but in order
to eliminate any pre on eived notion of representation we assume that the relevant
set of features at every subsequent level is unknown. Instead, the neural network
omponents dis over appropriate representations through the robot's intera tions
with the environment.
In order to start the entire developmental pro ess, the system needs to experien e the world. Only then will the robot have motor and sensor data to organize.
6
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observer
naming
Level 3:
conceptual SOM

Level 2:
protoplan SRN

Level 1:
sensor/motor SOM

robot

Level 0:
motor generator

Figure 1: Ar hite ture of our system
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However, it is exa tly this ontrol that we wish to develop. Our solution to this
hi ken and egg dependen y is to begin with a very basi ontrol law and bootstrap
our way up.
Level 0 is a motor generator intended to model innate re exes. These re exes
ould be represented as a olle tion of basi if-then rules from per eptual situations
to a tions. Initially this is all the system knows how to do.
Level 1 observes the sensor and motor values that are produ ed as Level 0
ontrols the robot. Through this observation, Level 1 begins to form asso iations
between sensors and motors and abstra tions about sensors and motors within its
self-organizing map. Eventually, when Level 1 has su essfully aptured the ontrol
information from Level 0, it an subsume ontrol of the robot.
It is important to note that Level 0 may only know how to respond to parti ular
sensor modalities, su h as range sensing, and know nothing about how to respond to
other modalities, su h as vision. However, while Level 1 is learning to mimi Level
0, it is also learning about how all of the sensory modalities are orrelated with
one another. Thus, Level 1 will be able to respond appropriately to visual input,
although Level 0 ould not. This bootstrapping e e t is ru ial to the developmental
pro ess.
Level 2 observes the sensor/motor asso iations developed within the self-organizing
map of Level 1. Level 2 is trained to predi t what the next Level 1 state will be
given its urrent state. This predi tion task will for e Level 2 to use its re urrent
onne tions to re ognize sequen es of sensor/motor asso iations through time. Previous work [16, 17℄ has shown that this type of simple re urrent network will develop
representations of multi-step behaviors, that have been termed protoplans.
Level 3 observes the protoplans developed within Level 2 and begins to ategorize
them. The behavior on epts formed in Level 3 are fed ba k into Level 1 and an
serve as longer-term goals. A human observer an wat h the robot behaving and
atta h names to the various behaviors su h as \approa hing a wall", \following a
wall", \avoiding an obsta le on the left", and so on. On e these labels have been
atta hed to the emergent on epts of Level 3, the robot an be dire ted by a planner
to perform parti ular behaviors by a tivating the appropriate units in Level 3.
Level 3 is where traditional symboli representations are formed. We intend
to use the SNePS BDI ar hite ture to interfa e as a planner with this level [14℄.
This ar hite ture has an integrated model of a ting and inferen e that is based on
several semanti , ar hite tural, and ontologi al ommitments that are important to
the integration of low-level learning abilities [15℄. Agents modeled using the BDI
ar hite ture are apable of representing on eptual entities about whi h they an
have beliefs, reason about them, and a t on them. This provides the fa ilities needed
for ontext-sensitive an horing. The agent's representations of on eptual entities
ould be formed as a result of intera tions with a human as well as via on ept
dis overy from lower leavel learning me hanisms.
Next we present the experimental results from our initial explorations into the
feasibility of this developmental ar hite ture.
8

Figure 2: A Khepera-II Robot with a 2-D amera (left) and its world (right)
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Preliminary experimental results

All of our experiments are being arried out on a tual physi al robots. We have
a ess to several robots of varying sensorimotor apabilities: Pioneer 2's, Nomads,
B21R, and Kheperas. Given the developmental nature of our approa h, it will be
essential to arry out the entire developmental pro ess from s rat h on ea h robot
platform. Our aim is to demonstrate the viability of our ar hite ture by reporting
onsistent results on several di erent robot platforms.
Initially, we will primarily be using the Khepera II robots, whi h are a se ond
generation version of Kheperas [18℄. Ea h Khepera II has two motors on a small,
ir ular body. The robots ome equipped with six infrared sensors in the front and
two in the ba k that are sensitive to light as well as obsta les. Additionally, the
robots have a video amera apable of delivering a olor image of size 510x492 pixels
(see Figure 2). The robot is tethered to a host omputer where all the modeling
and analysis is performed.
A developmental approa h ne essitates in remental testing. Currently we have
only begun to test Level 0 and Level 1. However, at the on lusion of this se tion
we will point to some abstra tions that are already forming in Level 1 that hold
promise for the su ess of the proposed ar hite ture.
Our initial Level 0 uses two fuzzy logi rules (similar in spirit to Saphira-style
behaviors [11℄) to do obsta le avoidan e. This purely rea tive ontroller slows down
as it nears an obsta le, while at the same time turning away from the obsta le. This
Level 0 is a perfe t, rea tive obsta le avoidan e ontroller based only on the eight
infrared sensors. It is perfe t in that it never runs into an obsta le. It is rea tive in
that it only makes de isions based on urrent IR readings, and nothing else.
During the training of Level 1, the sensor and motor values produ ed by Level 0
are on atenated together into a single ve tor and passed to the self-organizing map
9

Figure 3: A typi al 48x32 grays ale image taken from the Khepera's onboard amera.
A house-shaped tower of blo ks an be seen.
as input. The inputs to the map in lude a 48x32 bla k and white amera image, 8
infrared readings, and 2 motor values, for an input ve tor of length 1546. Figure 3
shows a typi al training image taken with the Khepera's onboard amera. The map
itself ontains 24x16 units with a hexagonal neighborhood.
After training, Level 1 an be used as the ontroller, subsuming Level 0. This
pro ess works as follows. The urrent sensor values are saved into a ve tor as before,
but the positions in the ve tor asso iated with the motor values are set to don't are
values. This ve tor is used to a tivate the trained map of Level 1, and the losest
mat hing model ve tor is found. From this model ve tor, the previously asso iated
motor values an be retrieved and used to ontrol the robot.
In experiments performed so far, the Level 1 map is only an approximation of
the original ontroller. Be ause the model ve tor from the Level 1 map is a tually
an averaging of all of the mat hing motor/sensor ve tors, and also nearby ells'
model ve tors, it tends to blur ne-grained di eren es. For example, using the
model ve tors to ontrol the Khepera aptures about 70% of the performan e of the
original Level 0 ontroller. This performan e should be further in reased by giving
equal weighting to the motor omponents as ompared to the visual omponents
when building the map. This weighting te hnique has proved su essful in previous
work [8℄.
In order to better understand the abstra tions formed in the map of Level 1,
we analyzed several sequen es of a tions from the training set shown in Table 1.
In steps A1-A4, the Khepera robot en ountered an obsta le on its left and made a
hard right turn. In steps B1-B5, the robot en ountered an obsta le on its right and
made a qui k left turn before ontinuing straight ahead.
Figure 4 shows the traje tories through Level 1's map of the winning units as
these steps were pro essed. Note that in both sequen es, at the instigation of the
turn in step A2 and step B4, the winning node is in a topologi ally distant area of
the map from where it was on the previous time step. The map has made a lear
distin tion between going straight and turning. Also note that the traje tory of a
10

Figure 4: Two traje tories through a portion of Level 1's senor/motor map. Sequen e A1-A4 o urred during a sharp right turn. Sequen e B1-B5 o urred during
a qui k left turn. See Table 1 for the asso iated motor values.
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Step
A1
A2
A3
A4

Lmotor
0.58
0.97
0.81
0.84

Rmotor
0.58
0.06
0.16
0.16

Step
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

Lmotor
0.61
0.61
0.58
0.13
0.58

Rmotor
0.58
0.58
0.55
0.90
0.58

Table 1: Two behavior sequen es from the training data.
left turn is quite di erent from the traje tory of a right turn. There are ertainly
many more subtle distin tions being made within the map as well, su h as when to
make a hard turn versus a gradual turn based on the pattern of IR readings.
It is lear that the Level 1 map has already made some important abstra tions
about the robot's intera tion with its environment. Although we have not yet begun
to test Level 2, it's re urrent network is apable of predi ting the distin t traje tories
from Level 1, and from this fa ility it an begin to build time-dependent summaries
of behavior, whi h are a key to reating grounded plans.

5

Summary and Con lusions

In this paper we have argued that de ning an horing as a ontext-free problem may
make the problem easier, but does nothing to advan e a general theory. Rather, we
embra e the full ontext-sensitive an horing problem, although admitting that it is
as hard as they get in arti ial intelligen e.
An horing is not simply a matter of nding and maintaining orresponden es
between a priori de ned symbols and their per eptual orrelates. The an horing
problem is the symbol grounding problem.
No doubt ontext-free an horing is a useful task, just like ontext-free parsing
has its uses. However, it may be impossible to build a general theory in su h terms.
To build a general theory apable of spanning a ross domains requires a serious
rethinking of the problem. We propose su h a radi al departure. In our vision,
an horing is a pro ess that surrounds a developing system. In this manner, the
system an an hor obje ts, but also beliefs, a tions, and behaviors as well.
Our model is in its initial stages. But with further resear h, we hope to better
develop the idea of how developmental roboti s an shed light on the an horing
problem.
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